The ability to learn, remember, and respond to emotional events is a powerful survival strategy. However, dysregulated behavioral and physiological responses to these memories are maladaptive. To fully understand learned fear and the pathologies that arise during response malfunction we must reveal the environmental variables that influence learned fear responses. Light, a ubiquitous environmental feature, modulates cognition and anxiety. We hypothesized that light modulates responses to learned fear. Using tone-cued fear conditioning, we found that light enhances behavioral responses to learned fear in C57BL/6J mice. Mice in light freeze more in response to a conditioned cue than mice in darkness. The absence of significant freezing during a 2-wk habituation period and during intertrial intervals indicated that light specifically modulates freezing to the learned acoustic cue rather than the context of the experimental chamber. Repeating our assay in two photoreceptor mutant models, Pde6b rd1/rd1 and Opn4 −/− mice, revealed that lightdependent enhancement of conditioned fear is driven primarily by the rods and/or cones. By repeating our protocol with an altered lighting regimen, we found that lighting conditions acutely modulate responses when altered between conditioning and testing. This is manifested either as an enhancement of freezing when light is added during testing or as a depression of freezing when light is removed during testing. Acute enhancement, but not depression, requires both rod/cone-and melanopsin-dependent photoreception. Our results demonstrate a modulation by light of behavioral responses to learned fear.
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learning | Pavlovian | posttraumatic stress disorder | retina | retinal ganglion cell L ight is a pervasive feature of the environment and exerts broad effects on behavior and physiology via two parallel pathways (1) . The familiar image-forming visual pathway allows discernment of objects in the environment according to physical qualities: their color, form, texture, and motion. The parallel non-image forming (NIF) pathway enables light to exert numerous effects on physiology and behavior independently of image formation, such as pupil constriction, modulation of heart rate, and the synchronization of circadian rhythms and sleepwake cycles to the daily light-dark cycle (2) . In addition to the effects of light on basic physiological functions, light also modulates higher-order cognitive processes, including anxiety, mood, and alertness/awakeness (3, 4) . The retina, the sole photosensory organ in mammals, projects directly to brain regions involved in emotional responses. Among these are the amygdala, the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, and the periaqueductal gray (5) . Activity in some of these regions is known to be acutely modulated by light in a wavelength-dependent manner (3, 6) , whereas the link between photoreception and function in other retinorecipient emotional processing areas remains to be elucidated.
Brain sites involved in emotional processing participate in the critical function of learning and remembering emotionally arousing events. This function enables an organism to deal effectively and efficiently with similar situations when they arise again. Although fear of learned stimuli can be advantageous, disproportionate fear can lead to pathological states in humans. In fact, an estimated 40 million Americans over the age of 18 y suffer from an anxiety disorder, a hallmark of which is dysregulation of fear (7) . A complete understanding of fear and fearrelated pathologies requires an accounting of environmental factors that modulate fear responses.
On the basis of the known role of light in modulating cognitive function and the suggestive anatomical evidence, we hypothesized that light may influence learning, memory, and the expression of fear. To determine whether light has an effect on learning, remembering, and responding to learned emotionally arousing events, we used a well-established assay for the assessment of learning and memory, tone-cued fear conditioning (Fig. 1) . Tonecued fear conditioning consists of repeated presentations of a tone (the conditioned stimulus), paired with a mild shock (the unconditioned stimulus). After several presentations of the toneshock pair, the subject learns to associate the shock with the tone and will subsequently respond to presentations of the tone alone as though the shock were imminent (8) . In rodents, the response is a complete cessation of locomotor activity, termed "freezing" (9) . Freezing is robust and readily quantifiable. The percentage of time spent freezing during the tone presentation is a reliable indicator of the strength of the association that the subject has formed between the tone and shock, or, in more general terms, of the subject's learning and memory.
Responses to light in mammals are mediated by the three photoreceptor classes of the retina: the rods, the cones, and the intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) (1) . The rods and cones are the primary photoreceptors for image formation, whereas the ipRGCs are implicated primarily in NIF responses. To identify the retinal photoreceptors mediating observed light modulation of fear responses, we performed our assay in three lines of mice all on the C57BL/6J strain: wild-type (WT) mice, which have the full complement of photoreceptors; Pde6b rd1/rd1 mice, which lack functional rods and cones (10) but retain intrinsic ipRGC photoresponses; and Opn4 −/− mice, which have rods and cones but lack intrinsic ipRGC photoresponses owing to loss of the photopigment melanopsin (11) .
Here, using a tone-cued fear conditioning assay, we show that light does indeed modulate behavioral responses to conditioned fear stimuli. In mice light causes an increase in the percentage of time spent freezing to a conditioned fear stimulus. This enhancement is specific to responses to the learned stimulus. Furthermore, using several retinal mutant mouse models we demonstrate that the rods and/or cones are the dominant photoreceptors driving light enhancement of conditioned fear. Finally, by repeating our fear conditioning assay with an altered lighting regimen we show that light or darkness can acutely modulate responses to a conditioned fear stimulus previously acquired under a different lighting condition. This work has far-reaching implications for the treatment of fear and anxiety disorders and for practical applications for the modulation of learning and memory.
Results
Light Enhances Behavioral Responses to Conditioned Fear. We initially performed our experiments in both light and darkness in WT C57BL/6J mice, which have normal retinas. Before conditioning, mice were preexposed to the fear conditioning chamber for 30 min each day for 2 wk ( Fig. 1) . This 2-wk latent inhibition period was sufficient to minimize contextual fear associations, as discussed below. During conditioning (Training) there was an increase in freezing in WT mice in both light and darkness across the session, revealed by a main effect of trial, indicating successful conditioning to the tone ( To support the conclusion that light is the exclusive driver of the observed modulation of freezing, we repeated our experiment with a less intense light source (Dim Light; Materials and Methods). Dim light was not sufficient to enhance freezing levels relative to levels observed in darkness on any day of the protocol, as shown by an absence of a main effect of light on the day of con- (Fig. S1 ). These data suggest that there is a threshold intensity for the enhancing effect of light that lies between the intensities tested here.
Rods and/or Cones Are the Dominant Photoreceptors for Driving Light
Enhancement of Conditioned Fear. To determine the contributions of the rods, cones, and ipRGCs to the observed light-dependent enhancement of learned fear, we performed our fear conditioning assay in two mutant mouse lines: Pde6b rd1/rd1 mice, which lack functional rods and cones beyond 4 wk of age (rodlessconeless) (10); and Opn4 −/− mice, which have functional rods and cones but lack melanopsin and therefore lack intrinsic ipRGC photoresponses (melanopsin-knockout) (11) . During conditioning, Pde6b rd1/rd1 mice in both light (n = 14) and darkness (n = 10) successfully acquired a fearful association with the tone, indicated by a main effect of trial on freezing (Fig. 3A) [F(4, 88) = 86.69, Fig. 1 . Tone-cued fear conditioning protocol. Mice were preexposed to the conditioning chamber for 30 min per day for 14 d before conditioning. On the day of conditioning (Train) activity was recorded for a 3-min baseline period (BL). At 3 min, the first of five tone-shock pairs was presented. The tone-shock pair consisted of a 60-s tone, the final 2 s of which were paired with a shock. Each tone-shock pair was separated by a 3-min intertrial interval (ITI). A fifth ITI followed the final tone-shock pair. Twenty-four hours and 48 h after testing mice were returned to the conditioning chamber and monitored during a toneonly test (Test). The tone-only test was identical to the tone-shock conditioning, except that no shock was paired with the tone. In WT mice, light significantly enhances freezing to a conditioned cue during both conditioning (A) and 2 subsequent days of testing (B and C) (n = 17 in light, n = 17 in dark). (D) Freezing during ITIs was not significantly different between light and dark groups on any day, indicating that contextual fear associations were minimized. In A-C evaluations are repeatedmeasures ANOVA, and in D evaluations are t tests, with P < 0.05 considered significant. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. Data are presented as average percentage freezing ± SEM. P < 0.0001]. However, no main effect of light on freezing was observed during conditioning [F(1,88) = 0.87, P = 0.3610], nor was a main effect of light on freezing observed during testing day 1 (Fig. 3B) [F(1,88) = 2.11, P = 0.1605] or testing day 2 (Fig. 3C) [F(1,88) = 1.76, P = 0.1984]. Although rodless-coneless mice in light tended to freeze more than their counterparts in darkness during both conditioning and testing, the effect was not statistically significant during any portion of the protocol. The lack of an effect of light on freezing in Pde6b rd1/rd1 mice indicates that the rods and/ or cones play a critical role in the normal enhancing effect of light on learned fear. It should be noted that the lack of an observed difference in these mice is not due to saturated responses (i.e., a "ceiling effect"). When subjected to a more intense training protocol (0.75-mA foot shock under "bright light" conditions), Pde6b rd1/rd1 mice exhibit significantly enhanced freezing during the testing phase, relative to Pde6b rd1/rd1 mice conditioned with a 0.40-mA foot shock in darkness [F(1,48) = 6.48, P = 0.0257] (Fig. S2) . The observation that freezing can be driven significantly higher in these mice indicates that the responses to our standard experimental paradigm are not saturated.
During conditioning, melanopsin-knockout mice (Opn4
) in light (n = 14) and darkness (n = 6) also successfully acquired a fearful association with the tone, as indicated by a significant main effect of trial on freezing [F(4,72) = 32.34, P < 0.0001]. Light did not significantly modulate freezing in Opn4 −/− mice during conditioning, as indicated by the absence of a main effect of light on freezing ( Importantly, freezing during a 2-wk preexposure period (Materials and Methods; Fig. 1 ) was found to be similar between WT mice in light (n = 17) and WT mice in darkness (n = 17), indicating that light alone does not cause freezing (Fig. 5A ) (t test, P = 0.3733). Furthermore, on the day of conditioning and both days of testing, freezing during the 3 min before the first tone presentation (Baseline, Fig. 5 B-D) and during the intertrial intervals (ITIs) (Fig. 2D) was negligible, indicating that contextual fear associations with the fear conditioning chamber were successfully minimized by the preexposure period and that fear associations were predominantly made with the tone. Fear associations with the conditioning apparatus itself could reasonably have been expected to differ between the groups, owing to the differential light conditions, but the data indicate that this was not the case.
Likewise, freezing during the preexposure period in both melanopsin-knockout and rodless-coneless mice was near zero, and freezing levels did not differ significantly between light and dark groups, demonstrating that light alone does not induce freezing in either of our mutant genotypes (Fig. 5A ) (t test, Opn4 −/− P = 0.5675; Pde6b rd1/rd1 P = 0.1155). As with WT mice, freezing during the 3-min baseline period was negligible (Fig. 5  B-D) , and freezing during the ITIs was low relative to tone-cued freezing in both lines during conditioning and both days of testing (Figs. 3D and 4D) . Freezing was similar between light and dark groups in both genotypes during all baseline and ITI periods (t test, P > 0.05) with the exception of modest elevations in Opn4 −/− mice in light during the baseline on the day of condi- tioning (t test, P = 0.0309) and during the ITIs during testing day 1 (t test, P = 0.0264).
Lighting Conditions Acutely Modulate Behavioral Responses to Fear
Cues. Our results demonstrate that light enhances learned fear responses when it is a constant feature of the conditioning environment. We then asked whether light could acutely enhance behavioral responses to fear cues learned in darkness and whether darkness could suppress responses to conditioned fear cues learned in light. To assess whether light could acutely enhance the behavioral expression of fear cues learned in darkness, we repeated our fear conditioning protocol with one important change: we preexposed and conditioned mice in darkness, then, during the testing period 24 h later, we exposed the mice to light (Fig. 6A ). As shown in Fig. 6B , when WT mice were tested in light after conditioning in darkness (n = 10) their freezing was significantly elevated relative to freezing levels during testing when mice were preexposed, conditioned, and tested in darkness only (n = 17) (t test, P = 0.0198). This demonstrates that light does not have to be present during the acquisition of a fear association to have an enhancing effect on the response during subsequent testing in WT mice. In other words, light can acutely enhance freezing responses to cues learned in darkness. Freezing in WT mice tested in light was similar whether conditioning occurred in light (n = 17) or in darkness (n = 16) (Fig. 6B ) (t test, P = 0.6197). This result shows that a maximal effect of light on freezing behavior can be attained regardless of whether light was present during conditioning and also reveals that light must be present during the testing phase to maintain high levels of freezing induced by light during the acquisition phase. Moreover, this result underscores that contextual conditioning is not behind the light enhancement of conditioned fear responses. When we performed our altered lighting protocol with WT mice that had already been through the protocol once in all darkness (preexposure, conditioning, and testing, n = 16), we found that the responses of these mice during the testing portion of the altered lighting protocol were similar to responses of naïve mice (n = 10) during the same period (t test, P = 0.2872). Because no difference was observed in these mice, subsequent experiments using the altered lighting regimen were performed with mice already exposed to the original protocol.
To determine the precise roles of rods, cones, and melanopsin in mediating the acute effects of light on fear conditioning, we repeated our altered lighting regimen experiment in rodlessconeless and melanopsin-knockout mice. As mentioned above, the mice used in these experiments had previously been through the protocol once in the original lighting conditions. When either strain of mouse was conditioned in light then tested in darkness (Opn4 −/− n = 14, Pde6b rd1/rd1 n = 14), freezing levels during testing declined radically relative to freezing levels during testing of mice conditioned and tested in light (Opn4 −/− n = 14, Pde6b rd1/rd1 n = 14) (Fig. 6 C and D) (t test, Opn4 −/− P < 0.0001; Pde6b rd1/rd1 P = 0.0003). However, when mice were conditioned in darkness and tested in light, freezing was not significantly affected in either genotype relative to conditioning and testing in darkness (Opn4 −/− n = 6, Pde6b rd1/rd1 n = 3) (Fig. 6 C and D 
) (t test, Opn4
−/− P = 0.7570; Pde6b rd1/rd1 P = 0.9623). Taken together, these data indicate that photoreception by either the rods and/or cones or by melanopsin is sufficient to enhance behavioral responses to learned fear, but only when light is present during both the acquisition and recall phase. For light to acutely enhance fear responses during testing of a cue learned in darkness, both the rod-cone and melanopsin systems must be intact, suggesting a synergistic action by these two pathways.
Discussion
In these experiments we have shown that light alters behavioral responses to conditioned fear. This demonstration of light- Freezing during the first 3 min on both days of testing was negligible relative to tone-cued freezing, indicating that fear associations were made primarily with the tone. All evaluations are t tests, with P < 0.05 considered significant. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. Data are presented as average percentage freezing ± SEM. dependent modulation of responses to learned fear cues represents an unappreciated effect of light on behavior. Light enhances freezing in WT mice in response to a conditioned fear cue during both acquisition and recall (Fig. 2) . Furthermore, our experiments have shown that at the light intensities used here, the modulation of conditioned fear by light is driven primarily by the rods and/or cones (Figs. 3 and 4) . A primacy of rod-cone input during conditioned responses is supported by previous work showing that rodless-coneless mice show deficits [rd/rd cl strain (12) ] or are unresponsive [Pde6b rd1/rd1 strain (13)] to light as a conditioned stimulus in a learned avoidance task.
The elevated freezing levels seen in our experiments are not due to a general induction of freezing by light, as evidenced by the similar freezing levels observed in mice in light and in darkness during a 2-wk preexposure period (Fig. 5A) . Freezing was also similar between light and dark groups during the ITIs in all genotypes on both days of testing, with the exception of a moderate elevation in Opn4 −/− mice in light on the first day of testing (Figs. 2D, 3D, and 4D) . Furthermore, freezing during the 3-min baseline period was negligible relative to tone-cued freezing on both days of testing (Fig. 5 C and D) . These data support the hypothesis that light specifically enhances freezing to a conditioned cue. Finally, light enhanced freezing in WT mice during a recall test 24 h after tone-cued conditioning in darkness (Fig. 6A) , demonstrating that light can acutely enhance behavioral responses to conditioned fear stimuli learned in darkness. Taken together, these data strongly argue against the interpretation that contextual conditioning is responsible for the increase in freezing seen in mice in light.
Light has long been recognized as an anxiogenic/aversive stimulus for nocturnal rodents. The simplest example is the suppression of locomotor activity exhibited by nocturnal mice during a nighttime light pulse (although under some circumstances light during the night may increase locomotor activity) (see ref. 14 for review). In a slightly more complex assay, the light/dark box, rodents are allowed to explore a divided chamber in which one half is illuminated and the other half is kept in darkness. Both mice and rats show a preference for the dark portion, avoiding the illuminated side (15) . Light also potentiates the acoustic startle reflex, used as a measure of anxiety (4), an effect that the authors attribute to an anxiogenic effect of the illumination. Exploratory behavior in both rats and mice is decreased under high illumination in the open field test (16-18) , a phenomenon also attributed to increased anxiety. A complementary effect is observed after exposure to sudden darkness, which induces a sudden decrease in measures of anxiety in the open field (19) . Finally, darkness increases entry into the open arms of an elevated plus maze (19) , whereas bright light causes a decrease in the frequency and duration of open arm exploration (20) (but see ref. 21 for a contradictory view) .
The reduction of exploratory behavior in light has been suggested to be a mechanism for predation avoidance from the rodents' highly visual predators (18) . By avoiding brightly lit areas, prey avoid detection and therefore increase fitness. The freezing response measured in our study is one of a suite of behaviors and physiological responses initiated when an animal detects an imminent threat (22) . In fact, a recent study showed that this behavior can be recapitulated in rats when faced with a predator-like robot in a seminaturalistic environment (23) . The freezing response in particular serves to make the animal less detectable, thereby avoiding predation from the threat. It stands to reason that an enhanced freezing response, similar to decreased exploratory behavior, would be advantageous in light, when prey animals are easier to spot. Our results therefore expand on and extend prior reports of the anxiogenic/aversive effects of light by providing a definitive demonstration of light-dependent increase in vigilance and defensive behavior in response to a learned threat (a fear conditioned tone), a modulation of a basic survival strategy that has been conserved across animal species (22) .
In humans, darkness, rather than light, causes an increase in anxiety. This is manifested in the laboratory as an enhancement of the acoustic startle reflex in darkness (24) . This effect was enhanced further in patients with posttraumatic stress disorder (25) . Furthermore, patients suffering from panic disorder exhibit amplification of freezing-like behaviors under stressful conditions (26) . Although lighting conditions were not explored in this study, it stands to reason that darkness-induced anxiety would constitute a stressful condition. It follows from our results that lighting conditions will likely alter behavioral responses to stressful circumstances in these patients and others with disorders related to learned fear. Light already has demonstrated clinical benefits: bright light therapy is an accepted and widely used treatment for seasonal affective disorder (27) . In combination with the known effects of light (or darkness) on affect and anxiety, our results raise the possibility that light therapy could be part of an effective treatment regimen for other affective disorders involving dysregulated fear, broadly classified as anxiety disorders.
Anxiety and fear share overlapping but distinct pathways (28) . Anxiety is hypothesized to derive from a state of heightened vigilance to a generalized, unperceived threat, whereas fear is a rapid-onset and -offset response to a specific threat (29) . The phenomenon we report here, light modulation of conditioned fear, builds a bridge between the two well-studied, distinct fields. Similar to the light-modulation of anxiety-related behaviors mentioned above, we report an enhancement of fear-related behaviors in the presence of light. Our data cannot be explained simply by an increase in anxiety, however, because such an interpretation would imply increases in freezing during preexposure, baseline, and ITI periods. To the contrary, we have observed significant increases in freezing specifically during presentation of a learned fear-inducing cue.
Our results have far-reaching implications. Although further research is needed to determine the full extent of the effects of light on learning and memory, our results show that light can indeed modulate behavioral responses to learned stimuli. It is likely that light can modulate learning, memory, and behavioral responses to learned cues in other paradigms. Although there is discrepancy in the field, several independent research groups have posited that a switch from regular fluorescent lighting, which emits light at only a few wavelengths, to full-spectrum lighting, which emits light across the visual spectrum, can result in improved mood and performance in the workplace and classroom (30) . It is within reason, given our present results, that such a switch could have similar effects on learning and memory performance.
Finally, our results also draw attention to the influence of lighting conditions in behavioral assays. Care should be taken in all behavioral assays to assess the intensity and spectral composition of environmental light sources to avoid unrealized confounding effects.
Prior evidence has hinted that light may influence learning, memory, and fear, including the modulatory effect of light on cognition, the role of light in anxiety, the role of light in circulating hormones that feed into memory systems, and the central projections of ipRGCs. Our results show definitively that a pervasive environmental variable, light, can modulate conditioned fear responses.
Materials and Methods
Animals. Male mice on a C57BL/6J background were used in this study. WT mice were purchased from Jackson Labs. Pde6b rd1/rd1 mice were purchased from Jackson Labs or bred at the University of Virginia. Opn4 −/− mice were bred at the University of Virginia. Animals were housed in individual cages and kept under a 12-h light/dark cycle with lights on at 0500 hours (ZT0). All of the experimental procedures were carried out in accordance with Association for Assessment of Laboratory Animal Care policies and approved by the University of Virginia Animal Care and Use Committee.
Tone-Cued Fear Conditioning. The fear conditioning and monitoring system used in these studies has been described in detail previously (31) . Particulars of our study follow and are represented in Fig. 1 . Before the first day of conditioning, mice were allowed to explore the conditioning apparatus for 30 min each day for at least 12 d. Preexposure days were not always consecutive. On the day of conditioning, mice were placed in the conditioning apparatus, and baseline activity was recorded for 3 min. At 3 min, the first of five tone presentations began (2,800-kHZ pure tone, 85 dB). The tone persisted for 60 s, the final 2 s of which were paired with a mild foot shock (0.4 mA). After the tone-shock there was a 3-min intertrial interval (ITI), followed by the second tone-shock. This pattern persisted through five toneshock pairings. The final tone-shock was followed by 3 min of no stimulus, after which the mice were returned to home cages. Twenty four hours and 48 h later the mice were returned to the conditioning apparatus to undergo testing. The testing protocol was the same as the conditioning protocol except that no shocks were administered. Behavior was monitored at all times when the mice were in the chambers (preexposure, conditioning, and testing), and freezing was scored using the Video Freeze system (MedAssociates, described in ref. 31 ). Owing to previous reports of a circadian modulation on fear conditioning (32, 33) , preexposure, conditioning, and testing were all performed between ZT7 and ZT12.
Lighting. For mice in "light," blue light-emitting diodes (LEDs) with a peak emission wavelength of ≈470 nm (Super Bright LEDs, catalog #E27-x8-G) were placed adjacent to the fear-conditioning chambers. A neutral density filter was used to achieve a light intensity inside the chamber of 0.7 μW/cm 2 at the point nearest to the light and 0.4 μW/cm 2 at the point farthest from the light, corresponding to a photon flux of ≈9.5 × 10 11 to 1.6 × 10 12 photons/s per cm 2 . For mice in "dark" the light fixtures were removed. The light intensity in the chambers in "dark" was <0.0001 μW/cm 2 . For mice in "dim light," additional neutral density filters were used to achieve a light intensity of ≈0.01 μW/cm 2 at the center of the chamber, corresponding to a photon flux of ≈3 × 10 10 photons/s per cm 2 . For mice in "bright light" a blue LED (Super Bright LEDs, catalog #PAR20-B36) was used without neutral density filters to achieve a light intensity of 165 μW/cm 2 at the center of the chamber, corresponding to a photon flux of ≈3.9 × 10 14 photons/s per cm 2 .
Statistical Analyses. Except where noted, all experiments were analyzed by repeated-measures ANOVA. Significance was defined as a P value <0.05.
